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Contacts:
Chris Marvell is the Newsletter editor. Please let him have your contributions for future Newsletters, comments, suggestions, letters
for publication, criticisms etc. If you want, Gina Kelland is still happy to receive material for the Newsletter: she will be assisting
Chris with her advice and proofreading. If you are sending published articles please either get Copyright clearance yourself or
enclose the details of the publisher so Chris can ask for permission. You can contact Chris by email to editor@belleek.org.uk.
Chris and Bev Marvell publish and distribute the Newsletter. Chris has set up a database which forms the Group’s digital archive,
keeping a record of relevant publications and photographs (including photos etc. gathered at meetings and not published in the
Newsletter). Some or all of this information will be available on the Internet as our website develops - working with Simon
Whitlock, we intend to publish all the back issues of the Newsletter and all of the research done by our Group members on our
website. If you have questions about the publication and distribution of the Newsletter, contact Chris or Bev by email at
publisher@belleek.org.uk.
The Group’s Chairman is Paul Tubb, email chairman@belleek.org.uk
Our Treasurer is Paul Ewings, contact him by email at treasurer@belleek.org.uk
The Group's Administrator is Bev Marvell, email to administrator@belleek.org.uk
Our website is administered by Simon Whitlock and can be found at http://www.belleek.org.uk/. To contact Simon, the
Webmaster, send email to webmaster@belleek.org.uk.
There is a separate email address to make contact with researchers within the group. This is research@belleek.org.uk. For
information on the annual raffle or to buy tickets, email raffle@belleek.org.uk.
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Forthcoming Events
Autumn 2019:

October 18th - 20th, Enniskillen and Belleek, Co. Fermanagh. Joint meeting with NI
Group – see details of the 2019 Gathering in this Newsletter

Newsletter Deadlines
Winter 2019:

Deadline for articles and other material is 1st November 2019

Cover Picture…
The entrance to the Irish village of Ballymaclinton. An amazing place… first seen in the Franco-British Exhibition of 1908.
Belleek pottery made items to commemorate it. An Irish village that was never to be found in Ireland.
This publication is made on behalf of the UK Belleek Collectors’ Group. It is dedicated to improving our knowledge and appreciation of Belleek, the Ware and the
Pottery. It is not for profit and intended for the members of the Group and those with like interests. We try to acknowledge and obtain permission for any material or
images used. If however you feel that material has been used which breaches your copyright and this causes you a problem, please get in touch with the editor at
editor@belleek.org.uk and the item will be removed.
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From the Editor…
In the last newsletter – yes I know it was a long time ago – I talked about our trip to Belfast. The reason for the trip
initially had nothing to do with Belleek; it was because our little village, Draycott in Derbyshire, had made it to the
National Britain in Bloom competition finals and the results ceremony was held in Belfast. We did very well, achieving a
gold award although we came just short of winning the “large village” category – wouldn’t that have been something?
…our perfectly ordinary and unexceptional village being considered by the luminaries of the Royal Horticultural Society
to be the very best in the UK. Well, not quite, but a good effort nonetheless.
After Belfast, which involved taking all the Draycott contingent to the famous Crown Bar and trying every single one of
the Irish whiskeys they had on offer (by way of celebration, you understand) – and the Bushmills 21-year-old was eyewateringly expensive – we continued on to Belleek, catching up with Fergus, Roy and Rose and Paddy and Tracy. One of
the most intriguing elements of the trip was our hotel accommodation in Belleek. We had booked to stay at the Carlton
(sorry, Glen Eden) hotel. This was an interesting and bittersweet experience. When we arrived from Belfast, the doors
were closed and locked – the building appeared to be deserted. Only after protracted hammering on the door and front
windows did the main door creak open and a head appear round it. “Oh yes”, she said, “You’ll be the Marvells, you’ll be
staying with us”. We agreed that this was so and were escorted to our (absolutely lovely, pristine, river Erne view) room
accompanied by a long detailed explanation about how the hotel was being re-organised and would soon be operating
properly again. We had thought that the hotel was operating properly or we wouldn’t have booked… but encouraged by
her optimistic assertions, we asked if we could have dinner at the hotel that night along with our friends, Roy and Rose
and Paddy and Tracy. “Oh yes”, was the reply, and then after a little thought: “The chef will be able to come up with
something – I’ll just have to check”. We invited our friends and they turned up at the hotel at seven that evening… to be
met by the now abjectly apologetic member of staff – no, the chef was not there and they couldn’t do dinner for us – so
sorry. We ate at the excellent Black Cat Cove further up Belleek Main Street. We were the only guests at the Glen Eden.
We walked down the long carpeted corridors with no other humans nearby. It was surreal: the Hotel was clean, tidy and
warm, the facilities were excellent but everywhere was deserted. I started to feel a bit jumpy and isolated… thoughts of
Jack Nicholson at the Overlook Hotel in “The Shining” came to mind, although no axe-wielding homicidal maniac was in
evidence. We stayed for three days – everything was lovely. Each morning a huge and delicious Irish breakfast was
provided in the deserted dining room, we then walked though the deserted corridors to the lobby, wished good morning to
the only staff member and carried on into the village. It was truly perplexing: was the Hotel being boycotted for some
reason? Would it ever be “operating properly” again? Why had the name been changed to “Glen Eden” from the
Carlton, which it had been for well over 100 years? How did they get those lovely breakfasts cooked just for us two?
Why was no-one there? Quizzing Fergus and Patricia at Belleek Pottery left us none the wiser – our friends could provide
no elucidation either. It was all very mysterious. I started to think this was one of those peculiarly Irish situations where
wishful thinking takes over and the wonderful hospitality triumphs over uncertainly, financial reality and almost certain
failure. We were looked after royally but it was completely obvious that the hotel was a long way from being a viable
business – it must have cost a lot to look after just Bev and me, the only residents at the 35 room hotel: the staff member
was unfailing optimistic and every time we saw her she would give us more details of the establishment’s rosy future that
seemed to us unlikely to materialise. As a footnote, I now note that the Glen Eden appears to be up for sale again – this
time for £635,000 – a snip for a historic 35-room luxury hotel in a fabulous location. Maybe you could get yourself a
lovely very large house with 35 bedrooms, 30 plus bathrooms and with easy access to Belleek Pottery – it really would
suit the avid Belleek collector… and you could always rename it “the Carlton”.
Putting on one side the mysterious Glen Eden hotel, I once again considered similarities between our home village of
Draycott and the much smaller village of Belleek. The Pottery dominates Belleek and in Draycott, a huge Victorian lace
mill similarly dominates the village. The Pottery is still operating (thank goodness), while the lace mill is long closed and
is now converted to 144 apartments. In Draycott, our several Britain in Bloom entries have been the significant events
over the last few years whereas the big national and international competitions that Belleek Pottery might have entered
are really a thing of the past – I don’t know whether the village of Belleek enters Ulster in Bloom – the main street is very
pretty and was still festooned with flowers when we were there in October. The Pottery itself often wins awards or gets
honourable mentions from the Northern Ireland Tourist Board and it gets great Trip Advisor ratings… but those huge
events where the Pottery won gold medals date back to the Victorian era – a time when national pride in producing things
was at its height. Draycott very nearly won the large village category in Britain in Bloom, being pipped at the post by the
very deserving actual winner: Hillsborough, County Down – only about12 miles from Belfast, so a very popular choice at
the awards ceremony… but Hillsborough is the sort of place you would expect to win: it is very pretty and extremely posh
with the beautiful Hillsborough Castle and gardens. Draycott, on the other hand, is an unexceptional and ordinary
midlands village with many terraced houses for the workers in the now defunct lace industry. People at the awards
ceremony said that Draycott “came out of nowhere” to win gold and nearly win the category… maybe this is just what
was said in 1865 when Belleek Pottery won its first gold medal at the Dublin Exhibition that year.
CM
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Eileen O’Neill
It is with great sadness that we heard that our esteemed friend and member of the Northern Ireland Belleek
Collectors Group Eileen O’Neill died on Sunday 5th May at the Ardmaine Care Home, Newry.
Her funeral was held on Tuesday 7th May – Requiem Mass in St Michael’s Church, Killeen, Newry at 12noon.
NORTHERN IRELAND BELLEEK COLLECTORS GROUP
TRIBUTE TO EILEEN O’NEILL ASHGROVE ROAD NEWRY

NI Collectors Meeting
in Armagh 16th
February 2018
Eileen is seated with
her walking stick

We are very sad at the
passing of one of our
original members of
the Northern Ireland
Collectors Group.

Eileen was always full of fun and had a wealth of stories to tell about people she had encountered during her
years as a “dealer in Belleek”. Her trips to USA were not always financially productive, but were very much
part of her life and greatly enjoyed.
She had an extensive and practical knowledge of all types of Belleek wares, but often played it down not to
appear as “too smart” for potential customers and fellow collectors. She was modest and engaging with a
lovely Irish charm.
Her home in Newry was a cornucopia of
Belleek wares – everywhere. Some years
ago she sold me 2 x “Cone Tea Cups” –
despite searching she never found the
saucers belonging to them—typical of
Eileen’s relaxed attitude to life!
Latterly, Eileen struggled with her health
problems but always put on a very brave
face. Belleek Collectors worldwide have
lost a dear friend – she will be greatly
missed by those who had the pleasure of
knowing her.
Our condolences go out to her family
circle.

Eileen the Belleek Dealer – she always had some lovely items

Helen Rankin Hon: Secretary NIBCG, 13th May 2019
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Molly Dobbins d. 2nd June 2019, aged 90
Molly was born in Belfast, N.I. Shortly after her marriage
to John Dobbins, he sailed to Canada in search of a new life
for them. Liking what he found, Molly soon followed and
they settled in Toronto.
It was after her retirement as an accountant that she began a
Belleek collection, starting with small, affordable pieces:
cream and sugars, salts, cups and saucer but NEVER
anything with a shamrock! Her preference was items
without colour and was particularly drawn to pieces with a
shell design. Over the years her likes expanded, along with
the size of her collection. Gradually a bit of colour crept in,
and even a shamrock or two although it had to be a pretty
special piece or the right price!
As well as membership in the UK group, Molly was a
Charter member of the Trillium Chapter (Ontario, Canada)
and remained an active member until her death. Along the
way, John developed an interest and together they travelled
to Conventions near and far, expanding their knowledge of
all things Belleek, meeting new people and making new
friends wherever they went. Molly continued this practice
after John died and rarely missed a convention.
Molly at the 2013 Las Vegas Convention
Molly loved the Dublin doors - a new door every year; a new colour! As she was a skilled quilter, she began
sewing wall hangers in a vertical strip and mounting 4 doors. When hangers became difficult to find,
she proceeded to affix the doors on green Irish Tweed and mounted them in a frame, made by John, of Irish bog
oak brought back from Ireland. These were given to retiring Trillium Executives and other friends.
She and I usually attended a monthly antique show at a Toronto venue - wandering through, talking, discussing
the merits of various pieces. It was a true disappointment if either of us went home empty handed. Of course
few vendors could resist Molly's old lady act!! If I was alone, they wanted to know where my friend was everyone knew Molly.
Molly cared about the people around her. She made regular almost yearly trips home to Belfast, staying
connected to her sisters, nieces & nephews and a group of life long friends. She was generous to a fault, had a
loving spirit and a wicked sense of humour. She also loved her nightly brandy. Molly was well loved; she was
one of a kind and she will be missed by all who knew her.
She was even contemplating attending the October meeting at the Pottery. If you're there, think of her and raise
a glass. She would be pleased.
Lynn Cartwright
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Belleek Pottery News
Belleek Pottery makes it to Leinster House top table
From Irish News, 23 April,
2019 01:00

Belleek Group managing
director John Maguire
(left) with Leinster House
catering manager Ken
Nolan

Below: part of a place
setting from the service.

BELLEEK Pottery in Fermanagh, Ireland's oldest working
pottery, has been commissioned to supply a personalised
dinner service to the Ceann Comhairle's (Dail speaker's)
dining room in Dublin.
The order came as a result of Leinster House catering
manager Ken Nolan's interest and commitment to sourcing a
European or Irish made bespoke product. Working closely
with Belleek head of design Fergus Cleary, two new shapes
for the dining service were developed adding to the iconic
Galway Weave tableware originally designed by Belleek
designer Claire Rowe and hand-made in Belleek.
“We'd been looking for a dinner service that demonstrates
the quality and unique design that highlights excellence in its
craft and had a number of options available to us at similar cost, but Belleek came to the fore with their Galway Weave
pattern," Ken said. “It seemed a great fit for the private dining room in Leinster House where the Ceann Comhairle Seán
Ó Fearghaíl hosts events and dinners for visiting worldwide delegations."
Belleek Group managing director John Maguire said: “It is a privilege to have Belleek at the table where heads of state
and other distinguished visitors dine when they are guests of the Parliament of Ireland. We wanted to make this a special
presentation and have included the Oireachtas insignia and a special Belleek trademark stamp on each piece.”
“We are immensely proud of this commission. We have been working alongside Mr Nolan and his staff to perfect the
range and look forward to a continued relationship with Leinster House.”
Mr Nolan added: “First and foremost, we were looking for a bespoke made and manufactured product with a strong story
of craft and a connection to Ireland would have been fantastic. We were familiar with this wonderful brand and its 162year history. Undoubtedly we were looking for a product of excellent quality and durability but only required a small
personalised collection with the larger European brands all having a high minimum order requirement. Belleek met our
criteria one hundred per cent. We are also delighted with the detail of The Oireachtas logo too which makes the dining
experience more special for our guests and visitors.”
Editor: it’s great to see that Belleek Pottery is still following its long historical tradition of providing important services –
starting with Queen Victoria and Lord Spencer in the 1860s – here is the latest one, to the Irish Government.
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Group News and Snippets
From David Reynolds – A Crested Chalice, similar to the Belleek “Wishing Cup”
I bought this crested chalice last
week on ebay because of the shape
and similarity to the Belleek
example which Tony Fox has (see
Newsletter 26/2 July 2005 for
Tony’s article)… although the
quality falls short. As you can see
it is a souvenir from Southend on
Sea but more interestingly there is
a Registration Number 700878
which from the National Archives
website was within the 1922- 1926
time-band, so right for King Tut’s
tomb. Unfortunately the relevant
register isn't on line. It would be
interesting to know who first
registered the design as there is no
maker's mark on the piece.

Pictures:
Above, front and back of the chalice
Above left, the registration number printed underneath
Left, the actual chalice from Tutankhamun’s tomb
Ed: Many “unofficial” items commemorating the opening
of the tomb were made… this one, having a registered
design number, is very unusual.
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“Irish China” at Doune
David Reynolds also tells us… “we have just had a
few days in Edinburgh and visited The Scottish
Antiques and Art Centre in Doune where I spotted a
"shamrock" tea set in a cabinet for £25. I had a couple
of pieces out to confirm that there was no mark, not
even "Japan" as I had expected. Took a picture on my
phone and didn't buy the set.”
Ed: I think we have seen several of these shamrock
sets around – they most certainly are not Belleek and
may not be a good buy, even at the bargain price of
£25!
Right: the shamrock teaset that David didn’t buy

From Gina Kelland: Susie Cooper plate
Years ago, during one of the UK Belleek Collectors
Group’s splendid weekends in Stoke-in-Trent, I called in
to a shop in Burslem, where I found a 7 inch diameter
plate fired with a subtle colour palette (left).
The dealer told me that it had come in with a box of
Clarice Cliff's work, but he believed it was Susie
Cooper's palette. I loved it and bought it, labelled it
'Susie Cooper' on the back, and have treasured it as it is
an unusual piece.
Recently I was sorting through my
remaining china and picked up a
damaged Susie Cooper bowl (left) - I
suddenly realised that it is the same
palette as the plate. The mark on the
back was first used in 1932, until
about 1965. The colours in the
palette do recur in some other Susie
Cooper designs, so hopefully this
confirms that my purchase was 'right'.
Gina would be interested if anyone
knows the name of the pattern on the
plate.
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And, just in case you don’t know, the UK Belleek Collectors’ Group is thirty years old this year. The
inaugural meeting was held in London in July 1989. So it’s very nice indeed to receive this message…

From the Northern Ireland Belleek Collectors Group
DEAR MEMBERS OF THE UK BELLEEK COLLECTORS GROUP ,
On behalf of the NI Collectors I would like to send you our greetings and congratulations on your 30 th
Anniversary. Thirty years seems to be a long time – but I am sure you still have many of your original members
– we are not far behind you celebrating our 25th Anniversary in 2016.
We are all looking forward to joining up with you at the “Gathering” at Belleek and at the Pottery &
Killyhevlin Hotel 18th – 20th October 2019.
Trevor and I have had two long conversations recently with Fergus Cleary and he is definitely semi-retiring at
the end of this year. He has agreed to work 2/3 days a week in an advisory / practical role capacity to see how it
goes. I was pressing him to continue his archivist role as he is the only one who can identify and interpret the
material records etc.
On Friday 29th June the Visitor Centre at the Pottery celebrated its 30th Anniversary hosting a reception for
members of the North & South Tourism trade. It was good for Trevor & I to witness how well respected
Belleek Pottery’s business is, regarded as a major asset to encouraging tourism to a very isolated corner of the
island. Patricia gave a lively account of the development of the visitor centre together with an excellent video
presentation. I am sure this will be shown at The Gathering in October.
The Visitor Centre have introduced a lovely “Visitor Centre 30th Anniversary Commemorative Pearl Vase”- it
is small, decorated with strings of “pearls” with pearl painted scallop shells and a larger “oval pearl”
decoration. Exclusive to the Visitor Centre.
Best wishes to all members of the UK Belleek Collectors on your 30th Anniversary
Helen Rankin
Hon: Secretary NIBCG

From Jan Golaszewski…
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Our next meeting – joint with the NI Group will be at the
2019 Gathering in October – here are the details:

Belleek Gathering 2019
Celebrating 162 years of Belleek and the
Exquisite Designs of Belleek Head of Design Fergus Cleary
October 18th – 20th, 2019
Killyhevlin Lakeside Hotel & Chalet
Enniskillen, County Fermanagh
Northern Ireland, BT74 6RW
+44(0)28 6632 3481
www.killyhevlin.com

Killyhevlin Hotel, Enniskillen – Base for Delegates
Friday October 18, 2019
6pm – 7pm
Registration in Conservatory of Killyhevlin Hotel
7:30pm
Reception – Finger Buffet & glass of wine (cash bar)
Saturday October 19, 2019
9:30am
Bus to Florence Court House
10am -12pm
Florence Court House Talk and Tour
12pm
Bus to Belleek Pottery
12:45pm
Soup/sandwiches in Pottery Cafe
1:30pm – 4pm
Talks/demos with Fergus Cleary
4pm
Bus to Killyhevlin
7:30pm
Wine/Prosecco Reception hosted by NI & UK Collectors Group
8pm
Informal Fork Supper and Entertainment (cash bar)
Sunday October 19, 2019
10am
Group discussion in Conservatory of Killyhevlin Hotel
11am
Bus to Lough Erne Resort Hotel
11:30pm
Live Entertainment not to be missed at Lough Erne Resort!!!!
12:30pm
Lunch in Lough Erne Hotel
2pm
Bus to Killyhevlin
FAREWELLS
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Belleek Gathering 2019 Registration
Register for the Gathering by August 31, 2019. No refunds of the Gathering fee of £80 or $100 US will be
made after September 1st, 2019 unless there is a replacement registration.
Please give the names of those attending along with a contact address and telephone number – and email address if
possible.
The Gathering fee to include transport, facilities, entertainment and food as described above is £80 per person
($100 USD).
Payment is either –
by cheque to BCIS 2013
Credit Card payment may be made through PayPal to - BCIS2013Vegas@gmail.com
PayPal credit card processing fees are: $4.00 – Continental USA and $5.00- International
Please send these details of your Registration by post or email to:
Melissa Barry Finch
2131 W. Summerdale Ave.
Chicago, IL 60625 USA
Questions: email - theirishqueen023@gmail.com Phone 001–773-728-9771
A 2019 Gathering roster will make it easy to keep in touch with long time friends and new ones. If you don’t want
your contact information listed, please indicate so when you register.

Accommodation
Killyhevlin Lakeside Hotel & Chalet - Mandy Vance will be happy to make your reservations!
Arrival

Or, arrival

Thursday 17th October 2019
3 nights Bed & Breakfast and 1 Evening meal

£ 265.00 per person sharing

Friday 18th October 2019
2 nights Bed & Breakfast

£ 170.00 per person sharing

To book your accommodation, please contact Mandy Vance (Conference & Banqueting)
Killyhevlin Lakeside Hotel & Chalets, Enniskillen, County Fermanagh, Northern Ireland, BT74 6RW
T: +44(0)28 6632 3481
F: +44(0)28 6632 4726
E: events@killyhevlin.com
W: www.killyhevlin.com
If you fly into Dublin - the bus is Buseireann
Belfast is closer than Dublin!

If you fly to Belfast – the bus is Ulster Bus –

Gathering Questions – Contact: Johannah Purdon Tel: 001-201-314-8072
gracie@alwaysluv2shop.com
*NOTE* Agenda and times may change as we finalize everything!

See you there!
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Richard Kennedy Degenhardt Belleek Collectors’
Scholarships 2019
Fergus Cleary, Olga Clarke, Trevor and Helen Rankin were invited to the annual Ulster University Arts Awards
held on Friday 7th June 2018, at the Belfast Campus, for the Richard Kennedy Degenhardt Scholarship winners
amongst more than fifty winners of other sponsored Arts Faculty Awards.
Scholarship Chairman Linda Beard
accompanied by her husband Larry was
present to hand out the awards. Linda
gave a speech about the origins of the
award and her fund raising activities.
There were 2 x Ceramic Studies Awards
to Zara McLaughlin and David Samuel
and 1 x Celtic Studies Award to Ksenia
Kudenko. The Belleek Collectors were
well represented by Larry & Linda
Beard, Fergus Cleary, Olga & Ivan
Clarke, Trevor & Helen Rankin. Linda
presented the scholarship cheque and
Linda’s UU friend Janet Mackle handed
out certificates to each award winner.
Right: L-R; Fergus Cleary, Trevor
Rankin, Olga Clarke, Prof. Paul
Seawright, Linda and Larry Beard,
Janet Mackle, Ivan Clarke

Zara McLoughlin (Ceramics)
Zara launched her business Zara Ceramics
in late 2018. She creates functional pieces,
often mugs and plates using colour pallets
which aim to capture the essence of a beach
trip to the North Coast of Northern Ireland.
In contrast her sculptural work centres
around the physical built environment,
based on architecture observed from the
places she has visited. She intends to use the
scholarship funding to purchase materials
for her studio space enabling her to work
with more expensive material such as Parian
and porcelain. Zara would also like to
develop her skill set further by attending
two slip workshops, one in Ireland and one
in England. She also plans to use part of the
funding for online marketing purposes and
for travel expenses associated with building
her business.

Janet Mackle presenting the award to Zara McLoughlin
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Davis Samuel (Ceramics)
David’s sculptural pieces are created
using a combination of 3D scanning,
3D printing, traditional mould making
and hand-building techniques. Using
this technology allows for accurate
rapid prototypes and combines
traditional ceramic making with
industrial practices. David uses 3D
scans of his own head and shoulders
to create a bust for 3D printing. This
print is then moulded and used for
hand built sculptures which layers
objects from his childhood and turns
them into unique sculptures that are
filled with memory and intrigue. He
will use the scholarship funding to
attend two courses in London which
will enable him to move 2D design
into 3D design for use with 3D
printing.

Davis Samuel receiving his award. Ksenia Kudenko just leaving the stage

Ksenia Kudenko (Celtic Studies)
For her PhD project, Ksenia’s work has focussed
on a Middle Irish Tale Tochmarc - Momera- “The
Wooing of Momera” a text that has not been dealt
with since 1855. She has produced an edition of
the tale, accompanied by an English translation
and a study of the text’s aesthetic, historical and
political significance. By highlighting various
aspects of Irish kingship, twelfth-century
ecclesiastical reform, as, well as Irish manuscript
production, her project makes the history and
culture of early Ireland more relevant to modern
readers and draws attention to important
components of medieval Irish learning. Ksenia
will use the scholarship funding to prepare her
thesis for future publication, including covering
her research trips to Dublin, where the manuscript
copy of Tochmarc Momera is kept at Trinity
College Dublin. It will also enable Ksenia to
participate in several Celtic Studies conferences.

Linda Beard with Ksenia Kudenko
After the ceremonies there was talk with Vice Chancellor Prof. Paul Seawright that Ceramic Studies may be
reduced as a full subject and moved into becoming an option on a wider arts course. This appears to be due to
the reduction of students wanting to take ceramic studies as a career option. The ceramics industry is facing
strong competition from cheaper foreign imports which has led to a reduction in locally produced ceramics.
It will shortly be the 20th Anniversary of the Awards – to date 48 students have received awards.
D. Helen Rankin July 2019
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Spring meeting in Stourbridge
Saturday 23rd & Sunday 24th March 2019
Hosts: Pat and Paul Tubb
On the Saturday, we made our way to
Stourbridge, formerly the centre of the
British glass making industry in the
same way that Stoke-on-Trent was the
centre for ceramics. Now, all the large
glass makers have gone with only a
few studio glass artists remaining. We
met up at lunchtime with others from
our group at the Ruskin Glass centre in
Stourbridge, which has many artisan
glass studios, shops and a café.
Ruskin Glass Centre
After some pleasant sightseeing, we
drove a short distance out of
Stourbridge to the small town of Lye,
where we were staying at the Windsor
Castle Hotel, the venue for our Sunday
meeting. This was also convenient for
our Saturday evening dinner in the
centre of Stourbridge, a short bus
journey away – no need to take the car.
The Windsor Castle was an oldfashioned Inn with interesting if
somewhat quirky rooms above the bar
– it was also a micro-brewery and was
clearly a highly popular watering hole
for the locals. In summary, a good
choice for our meeting, especially as it
boasted a well-appointed upstairs
meeting room.

The Windsor Castle Inn, Lye.
… it is also Sadlers Brewery
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Saturday Evening
We arrived at the “French
Connection” Bistro after our short
bus journey – Elaine and Paul
Ewings were also staying with Bev
and Chris Marvell at the Windsor
Castle.

A very nice cosy atmosphere in the
Bistro – here we have Paul, Pat
and Patrick Tubb, Diana Awdrey,
Eddie and Linda Murphy and
Chris Reynolds.
…good desserts too (Ed: a special
study of mine)… excellent cheese
board and an interesting
concoction for Karen Kincheloe
(below).
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Sunday – Visit to the Red House Glass Cone

The Glass Cone is a huge and impressive
brick cone, originally built to house the
“hot” glass manufacturing processes of the
former Stuart glass company.
Pictures: views of the cone and the site…
inside the cone looking up!
The huge brick cone
would have contained
a large furnace,
which was kept
burning continuously,
with many stations
circled round it where
molten glass was
made before being
hand blown into the
required forms.
It has now been
converted into a
magnificent visitors
centre to showcase
the former
glassmaking in
Stourbridge. There
are also shops,
galleries and a café.
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Looking round the Glass Cone – we has a fabulous
and highly expert guided tour. Real items of the old
equipment had been brought back to the cone to
illustrate the many techniques used… and what about
these lace curtains blowing in the wind? No, not lace,
they are made out of glass – an award winning piece
from a previous Glass Exhibition (Biennale) held in
Stourbridge.
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Shown here: many examples of Stuart crystal.
Top left: Art Nouveau style with green trailed
decoration in the showcase.
Top right: the chute that the blown glass came down to
be inspected before cutting or decoration.
Middle right: some examples of this old glass as if
straight from the kiln.
Above left: Stuart cut crystal.
Above right: Art Deco enamelled glass (see Chris
Marvell’s article later in this Newsletter).
Left: Stuart also made glass for the Titanic.
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Sunday Meeting at the Windsor
Castle
Paul Tubb started with the usual welcome and
apologies.
Some great news is that Julia Reece was on
grandma duties because Georgina had given birth to
twins on 5th February! We hope that she and Rob
will bring Ewan and Willow to a Belleek meeting
soon and continue the family tradition.
Above: Patrick Tubb provided entertainment with his
shadow rendering of dinosaurs(?) before we started.
Left: getting ready for the meeting
Below left: the bar was so well stocked with Gin that
Chris Reynolds was compelled to record the varieties
available
Below right: Chairman Paul Tubb prepares to start
Bottom right: Some items brought for discussion
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Pat Wood is moving house and downsizing, and has generously donated her entire collection to the Group. The
money raised will go into a separate account and we hope to use it for special projects. Many of the pieces will
go into the next silent auction at the AGM.
The AGM is the weekend of 27th/28th July 2019 at Draycott, hosted once again by Bev and Chris Marvell. It
will be the 30th anniversary of the founding of the UK Group. Paul Tubb will be standing down as Chairman, so
nominees are required.
The October meeting will be in or near Belleek, based at the Killyhevlin, to mark Fergus Cleary’s retirement as
Head of Design at the Pottery. The Group would like to present him with a gift to celebrate this occasion.
Please try to think of something appropriate - to be discussed at the AGM. Johanna Purdon wants to know how
many will be going: on a show of hands, about 14 from the UK Group. It is hoped it will be a joint meeting
with the NI Group. Karen Kincheloe would like to meet up with someone for travelling from Manchester or
Heathrow, or maybe Dublin.
Eddie and Linda Murphy had recently returned from a visit to New Zealand. Eddie has been voted back in as
Chairman of the NZ Group.
The talks and forum continued on a glassy theme. As lunch was
going to be served later than planned, Paul Ewings fitted in his talk
on basic glass chemistry (but perhaps not basic enough for some!!).

Bev Marvell with a plate that Paul Ewings showed – Advertisement for glass colours – Paul giving his talk
Lunch then followed Paul’s talk.
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…and a very traditional English meal it was – if you had the Faggot and peas with mash! Very nice.
After lunch Chris Marvell gave a talk on “Lustre and Enamel Decoration”, with lots of lovely photographs and
pieces that he’d brought along. Chris’s article based on this talk is later in this Newsletter. This was followed
by Elaine’s presentation on ceramic glazes, with an emphasis on Belleek. We were able to discuss a few of
Armstrong’s recipes, the use of cob and pearl lustres, and Belleek glazes in more recent times.

Chairman, Paul thanked Chris, Paul, Elaine and Bev for their contributions to the meeting and following a good
deal more chat, we made our farewells.
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BALLYMACLINTON
A STUDY OF AN IRISH VILLAGE
by David Reynolds

Introduction
Ballymaclinton… a truly Irish place name… but hard as you might search on a map of
Ireland, you’ll not find it anywhere. The name appeared for the first time in 1908 at the
Franco-British Exhibition held at the White City, London, when the soap and candle
makers, David Brown & Son Ltd. from Donaghmore, County Tyrone, Ireland staged a
wholly contrived Irish village to promote their products as well as Irish life in general.
The village was aptly called Ballymaclinton, a name derived from one of Brown’s
products – McClinton’s Soap. Another brand name (Colleen Soap) was used on Company
postcards, many of which had pre-printed messages and were sent to customers to advise
of a forthcoming representatives’ visit or to confirm an order.
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1908 was the first time an exhibition village was named Ballymaclinton, but not the last, nor is it the true start
of the story. It began in Ireland, in 1907 at The Irish International Exhibition, Dublin, when Brown’s built an
Irish Cottage in which rooms were furnished in spartan style as might have been expected, also an area was set
aside for demonstrating the making of McClinton’s Soap.
In keeping with the tradition of offering visitors to the exhibition the chance to buy souvenir postcards, there
was a modest choice available at The Irish Cottage, including one of the piggery, a symbol of frugal self
sufficiency in Ireland as she moved into the 20th century, but still with many 19 th century values.
There appear to have been no souvenirs offered by Browns other than their soap products and a selection of
postcards, reproduced below.

Advertising card (above) and
Trade Card from a representative of
David Brown and Son.
A selection of these postcards from
the 1907 Dublin Exhibition, mainly
illustrating Irish life is shown on
the following page
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Shown in the final (bottom right) illustration on the previous page,
the piggery and pigs were then a significant feature in rural Irish homes, and a pig was
the catalyst which started my long journey and revealed so much about David Brown and
McClinton’s Soap, however my pig could sit on my hand and was made by the Belleek
Pottery.
…and so…

Welcome to Ballymaclinton
The Irish Village
The Franco-British
Exhibition 1908
The Imperial
International Exhibition
1909
The Japan-British
Exhibition 1910
@The White City
London

The Great White City
Exhibition site covered a total
of 140 acres and the map
(right) shows the complete site
layout, Ballymaclinton is
located at the extreme northwest corner of the site.
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Built originally for the Franco-British Exhibition, the village was
re-opened in the two successive years for exhibitions at The White
City, however the impact of Ballymaclinton was greatest during its
first “season” throughout the summer of 1908.
A total of between 150 and 200 Irish Colleens came from Ireland
to work in Ballymaclinton and many of them are featured on
postcards produced by Valentines for sale at the event. The
Colleens were engaged in activities on view for the benefit of
visitors, including both King Edward VII and President Fallieres of
France who jointly performed the opening ceremony on 14th May
1908. On this opening day, the organisers expected about 30,000
people would visit White City: the actual attendance vastly
exceeded this estimate – there were 123,000 visitors.
As the Irish Village sought to replicate a complete community, the
population of Colleens spent their time during opening hours
performing numerous crafts and occupations, many of which were
portrayed on souvenir postcards and a selection of these are
reproduced here.
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The entire village construction was funded by David Brown & Son Ltd., so it is not surprising that cleanliness
and personal hygiene was a central theme, with the ladies toilet offering a free wash, using McClinton’s Soap,
and again, illustrated on a postcard.
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Examples of
Colleen Soap, one
of McClinton’s
brand names, and
the decorative
boxes in which
they were sold.
Other examples
of Browns’
products can be
seen in this advert
(below left) which
is clearly aimed at
male customers,
although there is
no evidence of a
free shave at
Ballmaclinton.

Browns had a very vigorous marketing and advertising
strategy, and whilst not specifically related to
Ballymaclinton, this picture (right) is an example of
how the McClinton name became a part of Irish life,
even through children at play.
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Visitors to Ballymaclinton were charged an admission price of 5/-, a not insignificant amount of money 111
years ago (25 pence or 31 US cents today) and in return every visitor received a sample of soap as a souvenir of
their visit. Browns for their part donated the entire net receipts from admission charges to Irish Charities,
primarily for the eradication of Tuberculosis in Ireland.
Exact numbers of visitors to Ballymaclinton are not documented, but an average of 13,500 people per day
visited the Franco British Exhibition throughout its open times in 1908 (total in excess of 8 million) but only
half that number the following year, 1909 to visit The Imperial International Exhibition. Attendances in 1910 at
The Japan British Exhibition were poor and numbers fell to half the 1909 level, interest in the Exhibition waned
with the death of King Edward VII.
The cost of building Ballymaclinton is recorded as being some £50,000 and ground rental was £5,000 per
annum for the 10 acre site. Even with these large expenses, and the other running costs, this would have left a
considerable amount to be donated to the Irish charities.

One of the buildings in Ballymaclinton was The Irish Arts and Industries Hall, and it was in here that the
Belleek Pottery had a display and where pottery items were sold, also where workers from Belleek
demonstrated their skills. Also exhibiting their linen in this hall were Robinson and Cleaver, who were well
know for their association with Belleek, selling china with their own backstamp in their Donegall Place store in
Belfast. Both ladies and gentleman’s linen handkerchiefs were sold here, 5/11 per dozen for ladies and 8/11 per
dozen for gentlemen’s which were larger.
Editor: this wonderful and idyllic “Irish” scene, used by Robinson and Cleaver as an advertisement, is made
incongruous by the sight of the sophisticated Edwardian Londoners contrasted with the rustic Irish colleens –
not to mention the man on the donkey... I don’t think you would see this sort of stereotype used in advertising
today!
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Other Irish village features recreated in Ballymaclinton were a round tower and a Celtic cross, modelled on the
one in the village of Donaghmore, home town to David Brown and McClinton’s Soap.

Ballymaclinton Celtic cross and round tower… and the Celtic cross in
Donaghmore

You could send your postcard from Ballymaclinton
Visitors to the Exhibition wishing to send their
postcards could do so from Ballymaclinton Post
Office, this was the only Royal Mail Post Office
ever with an identity and a postal franking facility
to be provided other than at a permanent postal
establishment, and today this remains the case,
whilst The Post Office might provide a mobile or
temporary office, mail posted there will only be
cancelled at the appropriate sorting office. The
Ballymaclinton postal cancellation holds a unique
place in British postal history.
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The sponsors of Ballymaclinton must have believed that postal items
sent from the exhibition Post Office to be at the forefront of the
promotion of their exhibits, and produced a small printed label to
advertise the event, the label was produced to mimic a postage
stamp, although the label had no postal validity and was purely for
advertising purposes.

Belleek and Ballymaclinton.
It would appear that apart from postcards, linen and soap, one of only a few other significant souvenirs of a visit
to Ballymaclinton would be a piece of Belleek china, and examples of Irish Pot and various domestic items
such as butter dishes are known to have been decorated with colour lithographic prints identical to the matching
views on Valentines postcards, so it must be assumed that the transfers were produced for Belleek either by
Valentines or by a third party with images supplied by Valentines. The Belleek Pottery display in the Irish Arts
and Industries Hall appears to have been the only place from where souvenir items depicting Ballymaclinton
were sold, and it is not recorded whether other Belleek items were sold, apart from those made specifically as
souvenirs of Ballymaclinton.
There follows a sequence of images of Belleek items with the corresponding Valentines postcard.

The first pairing is of The Model Cottages
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Now a view along the main street showing the Round Tower
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Next is the interior of
McKinley’s Cottage
McKinley’s Cottage was a recreation of the ancestral home of the
forefathers of William McKinley,
born 1843 in Niles, Ohio and who
became the 25th President of the
United States of America. It should
be remembered that 1908 was the
year of the Olympic Games in
London, held in the White City
Stadium within the Exhibition site, it
was expected that there would be
many American visitors to
Ballymaclinton and this cottage was
erected as a direct incentive to come
and see how many Irish American
families ancestors had lived.
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The 1908 Olympic Games

“The Games of the IV Olympiad” had originally been
awarded to Rome, but on financial grounds following a
massive eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 1906, the honour
of hosting the Games was passed to London.

The 1908 Games were the longest ever held and lasted a
total of 187 days from 27th April until 31st October, 17
days longer than The Franco British Exhibition.
22 Nations contested a total of 24 sporting disciplines
and the final medal table had a top 5 of:
1. Great Britain
2. USA
3. Sweden
4. France
5. Germany

146 medals.
47 medals.
25 medals.
19 medals.
13 medals.

The White City Stadium – you can just see the Ballymaclinton round tower in the background at the top left
corner of the picture
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Ballymaclinton Cigarette Cards
1908 was during the heyday of picture cards being
produced by cigarette manufacturers as gifts for smokers
to collect and a set of 50 cards was issued by Salmon and
Gluckstein of London entitled “The Great White City”,
and five of the cards showed a variety of Ballymaclinton
scenes.

A reproduction set of these cards was issued in 1998
and the five Ballymaclinton cards illustrated here are
from this re-issue.
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Ballymaclinton after 1911
The closing of the White City
Exhibitions was not the end of
Ballymaclinton, 1911 was the
year of the Coronation of King
George V and “The Festival of
Empire Exhibition” was staged
at the Crystal Palace and here, on
a much smaller scale,
Ballymaclinton re-appeared.

Little Ballymaclinton
Whilst The Franco
British Exhibition was
being held at The White
City, a much smaller
Scottish National
Exhibition was held in
Edinburgh and in the
centre of the exhibition
site was an Irish
Industries building
incorporating the
appropriately named
Little Ballymaclinton,
again funded by David
Brown of Donaghmore
with soap products
being prepared and
sold, whilst their Irish
Cottages also gave an
insight into Irish life
exactly as at The Irish
International Exhibition
the previous year in
Dublin.
The Scottish National
Exhibition ran for 6
months from 1st May
1908 and attracted 3.5
million visitors.
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It is a little uncertain whether this was the end of David
Brown’s promotion of their soap products at
exhibitions, but possibly The Scottish Exhibition 1911
in Glasgow was influenced by the one in Edinburgh
three years earlier. In Glasgow there were Irish
Cottages - one thatched roof was adorned with the
same wooden frame as in Edinburgh and shown on the
pictures here (left).
Top three images from the 1908 Edinburgh
Exhibition
Bottom left image from the 1911 Glasgow Exhibition
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If it’s Irish then there has to be pigs…
Returning now to the subject of pigs, mentioned earlier, there was a piggery in Ballymaclinton, well stocked
and no doubt an inspiration to visitors to buy a Belleek pig, produced in a small and large size and both of
which were available for purchase with Ballymaclinton printed along the back…

My story started with a pig, and so here it ends.
David Reynolds
February 2019.
All images and source material, author’s collection, except photograph of Belleek star butter dish depicting
Round Tower, reproduced by permission of Simon Whitlock.
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A Tale of Two Trays
- by Simon Whitlock
When Mel and I sit down on Sunday evening and watch The Antiques Roadshow it is really interesting to hear
stories related to pieces brought to the show for appraisal. Quite often the story brings an antique to life and it
is fascinating to discover the history of the piece and their owner or owners over the years. We all have pieces
of antique Belleek in our collections which probably have an interesting story to tell but that ‘story’ has been
lost through time.
Fortunately we are able to
tell part of the story of two
Trays in our collection.

The Lace Tray
Our Lace Tray was
purchased at auction from
Christies in New York and
we are able to trace some
of the history thanks to
some very useful
information to the rear
jotted onto small stickers
which read:
‘2nd July 1881’ (registration
date for the pattern)
‘Bought 1920 by M V G at
the sale of the estate of Sir
Percy Bates, Cunard
magnate (Bought French
Wardrobe at same sale)’
The final sticker is a Christies sale inventory tag from 2010
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The tray’s early years are undocumented, but we can take up the
story in 1920 thanks to that little sticker confirming that the tray
was sold that year. Sir Percy Bates was born in Wavertree,
Liverpool on 12 May 1879 and died 16 October 1946. He was the
second son of Sir Edward Percy Bates, 2nd Baronet. He was
educated at Winchester College from 1892 to 1897 and
apprenticed with Liverpool shipowners, William Johnston and Co.
After his father’s death in 1899 he joined the family shipping
business, Edward Bates and Sons. In 1910 he became a director of
Cunard, appointed deputy chairman in 1922 and chairman in 1930
holding the post until his death. He was instrumental in
commissioning of the original SS Queen Elizabeth but died just
before the ship’s maiden voyage. Sir Percy lived at Hinderton Hall
near Neston in Cheshire. We can only perhaps guess that the Lace
Tray was displayed here. How the tray came into the Bates family
is unknown. It’s possible that the tray may have already been in
the family, possibly purchased by his father Sir Edward Percy
Bates. Looking on the internet I could not find any link to Ireland
or mention of travels to Fermanagh, however, travel to Ireland
would have been quite easy from Liverpool.
Sir Percy Bates
The ownership trail goes cold until coming up for sale in 2010 in America, when Christies offered the tray at
the estate sale of Alastair Bradley Martin. (There is no record of when the tray made the journey across the
Atlantic.) Alastair Martin was an early Tennis Star and a well known art and antique collector.
Born 11 March 1915, he died 12 January 2010 at the age of 94. He graduated from Princeton in 1938 and by
1951 was an established amateur tennis player winning the United States Open singles title 8 times. And 13
times Open Doubles championships before ‘retiring’ from the game. After induction into the Tennis Hall of
Fame he became president of the United States Lawn Tennis Association among many other appointments.
Both Alastair and his wife Edith were art collectors. They created the ‘Guennol Collection’ (Welsh translation
for the Marten bird). Although we have not found any information on where the Lace Tray was bought, they
did travel to Wales, honeymooning there and made subsequent visits here and around the world to acquire
pieces for their ever growing collection. By 1969 their collection had grown in size and formed a special
exhibition in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York. The collection became a crowd puller due to the
rarity and diversity of pieces they collected including rare pre-Columbian and African art. The press release for
the 1969 event did mention that the collection ‘almost in its entirety’ would be displayed. Did the Lace Tray
make the exhibition? We can’t be certain. In 2000, the Brooklyn Museum held a special exhibition called the
‘Cabinet of Wonders’ - again, no mention of the tray. By December 2007 one or two pieces were being sold
from the collection. A press release described the sale of a 5000 year old Mesopotamian Limestone sculpture
called the ‘Geunnol Lioness’ loaned since 1948 to the Brooklyn Museum sold for $57.1 million to an
anonymous British buyer.
In 2010, the Lace Tray came up for auction at the estate sale in Christies
New York. At that time shipping costs were reasonable and we were
able to purchase the tray and once again, the tray made the journey back
over the Atlantic to the UK. When the day comes to make the reluctant
decision to pass the tray on to a new owner we will add information to
the tray (in the form of more stickers) to add to the story.
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The Chinese Tray
This part of the article is not available online.
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Lustre and Enamel Decoration
- by Chris Marvell
This might sound like a very dry, technical and academic subject. The chemistry behind these glazes is
somewhat intricate, specialised and difficult. The techniques of making and applying them were highly
hazardous. The final results however go a long way to justifying the danger and complexity involved.
When done with excellence, as was the case at Belleek, these results are nothing short of outstanding and
truly beautiful.

Lustre
A lustre is created by the use of a very thin film on the outer surface of the glaze. This film is usually made
from a heavy metal such as copper, gold, silver, bismuth and a whole range of others, each creating a different
colour. The lustrous effect comes from the metallic film diffracting light to produce a very shiny and
pearlescent, iridescent or rainbow-like appearance. Most of the heavy metals involved are highly toxic,
especially when fumes from the kiln are breathed in during firing. The glaze is actually applied as a solution or
suspension of a compound of the metal – in Belleek’s case, we believe that Bismuth Nitrate was used along
with Lavender oil as the medium to allow its smooth application as a liquid. How on earth did Robert
Armstrong ever arrive at this combination? It appears that lavender oil was the preferred transport medium
used in ancient times.

History
The ancient technique was developed by trial end error. Coins were dissolved in acids and then mixed with
earthenware clay. This mixture was then calcined (heated to a high temperature to dry it) and then finely
ground. The resulting pigment was then mixed with a carrier (usually lavender oil) and applied to lead or tin
glazed pots and re-fired to dull red heat. The pots were then held in an extremely smoky reduction environment
at various temperatures and lengths of time, which resulted in surfaces ranging from olive-green, brown, amber,
orange, yellow, crimson, and a very dark red which was sometimes so dark as to look almost black.
The first lustres were produced as
early as Roman times as a decoration
for glass. This was refined and
developed in Mesopotamia (modern
day Syria and Iraq) and applied as
early as the fourth century to
decorating ceramic tiles and vessels.
The technique slowly spread from the
Middle East to Italy, where it reached
a high point of perfection in the central
Italian city of Gubbio as decoration for
large chargers and other majolica (tin
glazed earthenware) ceramics in the
early 16th century.
Gubbio majolica charger c.1530-1550
decorated with copper and ruby
lustres to create the multi-coloured
metallic effect. (Image from
Christies.com)
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A bewildering combination of metallic compounds and methods of application were tried by potters and
glassmakers over almost two millennia – the technique was at first not well understood, arrived at by chance
and remained very difficult. Common factors with lustre are the use of at least one heavy metal compound in
the glaze and a final firing that excluded oxygen from around the hot item in the kiln to encourage the metal
itself to re-form on the item’s surface from the metallic compound – a so-called “reduction” firing. This could
be achieved in its simplest form merely by throwing sawdust or wood shavings into the kiln – the subsequent
burning of the wood using up all the available oxygen – but this was a very hit or miss method. Lustres were so
highly prized and the results (when successful) so striking, that all the effort over such a long span of time
could be justified.
Lustre decoration generally fell out of favour after its 16th century heyday in Italy until the start of the 19th
century when it resurfaced in continental European factories and also in Britain. At this time a new type of
“resinate” (based on resin) lustre was introduced. This resulted in the development of ‘liquid gold’ and
‘platinum’ lustres. In the early 19th century, “Sunderland” lustre became popular, a strong pink, sometimes
blotchy lustre made in the northeast of England. On the continent, really beginning only in the 1860s,
Brianchon in France developed an effective strongly coloured pink lustre glaze.
In the 1870s the Hungarian company Zsolnay
perfected a very strongly coloured blue/green
iridescent lustre glaze they called “Eosin”.
Zsolnay figure with Eosin glaze c.1900

Above left: Ruskin pale yellow lustre vase c.1920
Above: Pilkingtons vase, gold and ruby lustre c.1920
Above right: Clement Massier lustre jardinière c.1910
Right: Maw ruby lustre vessel by Walter Crane c.1910
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By the end of the 19th century, going into the
twentieth century, metal lustre decoration had been
adopted by many of the potteries influenced by the
arts and crafts and art nouveau movements, notably
Clement Massier in France and William de Morgan,
Pilkingtons, Maw and Ruskin potteries in England.
These lustres are generally shiny, strongly coloured
and metallic in appearance.

Examples of highly coloured metallic lustre:
Above left: Clement Massier c.1905
Above: Detail of Pilkingtons decoration c.1910
Left: Pilkingtons vase with gold and ruby lustre
c.1920

Uniquely, in the late 1860s and 1870s, Belleek
Pottery achieved a very successful and much more
gentle nacreous (mother-of-pearl) lustre glaze.

Belleek lustre compared with other manufacturers
Lustre decoration is a finely balanced thing. The Sunderland Lustre was used on both utilitarian and decorative
items and these were made in large quantities – the lustre is pink, very shiny, blotchy and obvious – and thought
by many to be unattractive and garish. The same comment applies to many of the other lustres – it is very
strong and often looks cheap or showy. The later 19th century “art” manufacturers made a virtue of this strong
lustre and some of the effects done by Maw or De Morgan are highly prized because of the powerful red lustre.
The beauty of the Belleek lustre is that it is not strong and obvious but extremely delicate, an effect that has not
been achieved by any of the many factories which tried to copy Belleek in the later 19 th and 20th centuries.
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Belleek Pottery purchased from Jules Joseph Henri Brianchon the license to use his patented lustre. So who
was this Brianchon? From the Victoria and Albert Museum website we have:
Jules-Joseph-Henri Brianchon (d. 1880) worked
in partnership with his brother-in-law, a M.
Gillet, from several Paris addresses between
1855 and 1880. In 1857 he patented couleurs
nacrées ('pearly colours') based on bismuthgold, uranium and palladium salts. This
lustrous glaze became the firm's speciality,
applied to many wares in a variety of styles.
Indeed, a critic at the international exhibition,
London, 1862, in which this Conch Shell was
shown, felt their use of the technique was
neither discriminating nor novel. However, the
jury's Report thought the wares of 'extreme
brilliancy and the delicacy of the tints'..would
counter any 'objection that might arise on the
charge of meretricious glitter'.
Brianchon Conch Shell at the V&A
Most examples of Brianchon’s work are decidedly not delicate. The pink lustre is highly obvious and distinctly
garish: not at all what we see with the fine lustres on early Belleek. It is clear that the lustre used at Belleek is
not the same as that used by Brianchon. So why did Belleek purchase the right to use Brianchon’s patented
lustre? It appears from his diaries that Armstrong, in the course of his early experiments, investigated many
different types of glaze, including lustres. It seems that Armstrong, perhaps fearing litigation from Brianchon,
even though not directly copying Brianchon’s work, felt compelled to take out the license. It is very clear that
Armstrong went on experimenting and eventually achieved a much finer lustre than that ever obtained by
Brianchon.
A very good example
of iridescent lustre
decoration is this
panel (left) by
Wedgwood. This
“Fairyland Lustre”
was originally
designed by Daisy
Makeig-Jones and
introduced in the
1920s.
This panel is a later
reproduction and
shows extremely
strong rainbow lustre.
In the context of
“Fairyland” this
seems appropriate but
it would be far too
strong and obvious in
most other contexts.
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Belleek Lustre
This eggshell first period Echinus teacup
(right) illustrates the fabulous achievement
that was Belleek’s lustre glaze. Compare this
with the Brianchon conch shell (above) which
exhibits a much more obvious (and typical)
showy and garish lustre. Belleek achieved an
amazingly subtle and beautiful effect with the
glaze on the interior of this cup. This, to me,
is the ultimate attraction of Belleek ware,
especially when the glaze is combined with
the delicacy and fineness of the item as it is
here. This Belleek lustre exhibits a finely
pearlescent appearance with only a trace of
the rainbow colours that many of Belleek’s
later imitators show.

Types of Belleek Lustre
In the early days of the Pottery, Robert
Armstrong developed three distinct different
types of lustre glaze.


A strong mainly blue/green or purple
metallic lustre which was used to
emphasise details on designs. This
was used notably for the blades of
grass on Grass pattern teaware and for
details on certain colourways of
Chinese teaware. It was also used for
details on some decorative vases, for
example on double/triple fish vases
and small/large celery vases. Variants
of this were developed with a more
red, purple or even brown colour: this
was used selectively for details on
items such as the various tulip vases
and the water lily plateau.
Grass pattern covered sugar in
colourway No.2 (gilded and with
lustre decorated blades of grass).
This example shows the blue/green
lustre with some losses due to
abrasion.
Water Lily plateau showing the
flower buds and rocky base decorated
with red/purple/brown lustre.
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Vine plate with alternate leaves
decorated in blue/green lustre, now
fading to purple and bunches of grapes
in strong purple lustre.
(see later for discussion on the fading of
this lustre decoration)



Secondly, a strong pale yellow lustre,
which is known as cob lustre. This was
used increasingly towards the end of
Armstrong’s life and afterwards to
decorate the interior of teacups and
centres on saucers and plates. It was
also used for details on twigs and corals
and for some (unusual) colourways on
particularly Thorn tea ware.
Rare Thorn pattern “ring tree” in
colourway No.13 with cob lustre twig
and detailing.



Thirdly a nacreous lustre, colourless but
pearlescent which was at first used to
glaze selected parts of the highest
quality teaware (Artichoke and Echinus
are good examples) and later used to
glaze only the applied flowers on
baskets and vases – the body of the
basket or vase being finished with a nonlustre glaze.
The Echinus cup illustrated previously
but this time looking directly into the
cup – the iridescence is well shown but
note that it does not stray into an
obvious rainbow effect.
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First period reticulated vine plate
with overall lustre glaze.

The cover of a large 3-strand covered
basket with applied flowers and leaves
selectively lustre glazed, the
basketweave contrasts with the
flowers as it is done with a “normal”
non-lustre glaze.

Problems with Belleek Lustre
The early Belleek lustre is undoubtedly beautiful and delicate but take care! It is easily degraded, lost or
damaged.
This is best illustrated by looking at the decoration on black mark Grass pattern teaware. Belleek made Grass
pattern in a number of colourways that we know of (colourway number given):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ungilded with coloured lustre on the moulded blades of grass
Gilded with coloured lustre blades of grass
Gilded with coloured lustre blades of grass and extra pink trim on handles (rare)
With coloured lustre blades of grass and turquoise rim instead of gilt (rare)
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5. Gilded with grasses painted in ordinary colours, not lustre (very rare)
8. Ungilded with grasses in cob lustre (very rare)
It was originally believed that Belleek made the Grass teaware for sale with a variety of different lustre colours:
there were versions with:




blue/green blades of grass
purple/pink blades of grass
no colour at all on the moulded blades of grass

We now know that this is not the case.
If the “normal” decoration of the
grasses was done, (Colourways 1,2,3
or 4) the colour of the lustre was
blue/green. Chris Marvell carried out
experiments to show that the strength
and colour of the lustre changed with
time if the ware was exposed to an
acidic environment – e.g. by careless
handling or by exposure to mild acids
like lemon juice. The items started off
with the strong blue/green colour and
gradually faded. The progression was:





Blue/green
Purple
Pink
Colourless

This is why it is often difficult to
match up a set of Grass teaware. The
various pieces may have undergone
different fading of the lustre
decoration.
The fading of the lustre is not confined
to just the grass pattern. Anywhere
this coloured lustre has been used, it is
subject to the same effect – so take
care.
Rare colourway no.4 Grass cup and
saucer – the decoration on the cup
should match the saucer but the cup’s
lustre has mostly faded to pink or
been lost entirely while the saucer
largely still has the correct colour.
Large size Celery vase with lustre
decoration – the celery leaves should
be green or purple but have faded.
Turnip vase with purple lustre leaves
(showing some losses of colour) and
brown lustre roots.
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This fading effect is also seen on cob lustre. The strong yellow cob fades to a patchy yellow and can disappear
entirely. This can again lead to problems matching up a set of cups and saucers – some may still have the
original strong yellow, but others may have a patchy yellow or nothing at all.

Blue Celtic slop bowl (second period) – the interior is a good cob lustre with little sign of damage or fading
The colourless nacreous lustre is also subject to this loss or fading but because of its delicacy it may not show
so badly and some lustre decorated items may be thought to have had no such decoration at all.
The essential problem with all the lustres, particularly those as delicate as the Belleek ones, is that the lustre
effect is caused by a thin film on the outside surface of the ware and so is extremely susceptible to damage by a
whole range of environmental factors – anything from general mechanical abrasion to excessive washing,
handling and exposure to acids and other chemical agents. We originally believed that the lustre might be
damaged by ultraviolet light from the Sun but this is almost certainly not the case. Some lustres also contain a
pigment, such as that used on the Ruskin yellow vase previously shown – the yellow colour fades when
exposed to UV light but the lustre itself remains undamaged.
To finish – here is a wonderful example of Belleek lustre: a first period Carnation. The green/blue/purple lustre
is in good condition on the leaves – by contrast, the flower itself is done in a simple non-lustre pink tint.
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Enamel
Enamel decoration is essentially glass. It is done by applying finely powdered coloured glass either dry or in a
liquid suspension to the ware and then firing it at a temperature high enough to melt the glass powder together
but not high enough to cause the molten glass to migrate or run. The enamel decoration is often done in
conjunction with other colours and glazes.

History
The technique of enamel decoration is very old. Objects decorated
with enamel have been dated back to the 13th century BC. This
type of enamelling was a vitreous, glass like coating fused on to a
metallic base. Enamels were initially applied on firstly gold, then
silver, copper, bronze and more latterly on iron and steel.
When Caesar conquered Britain, he found that the Celts were
already using enamels and many examples of this early craft are in
museums all around the British Isles with some very good
examples in the British Museum. The famous Staffordshire Horde
contains many extremely finely enamelled pieces of gold
jewellery. At this time decorative techniques that were widely
used were cloisonné (where the flow of enamel is constrained by
metal wires or strips to form fences) and champlevé (where
hollows in the surface of the metal body are filled with enamel).

Enamelled gold bracelet - Staffordshire
Horde – done in champlevé enamel

A freehand style of enamelling on metal panels and vessels
(without the “painting by numbers” of cloisonné or champlevé)
was developed in the Limoges region of France in the early 16th
century. This became the most famous form of the art in Europe
and is still carried on today. In particular a shaded monochrome
style called “en grisaille” was developed.
Limoges enamel “en grisaille” plaque By Pierre Courteys
(France, Limoges, c.1520 – c.1586) - Image: Los Angeles County
Museum of Art

Enamel decoration on glass was known from Roman times and
was later a major Islamic art form in Mesopotamia. In was
developed in Egypt in the 13th century and was further developed
to a high degree of perfection in Venice in the 14th century.
From here it propagated north through Austria and Germany
becoming well established by the 16th century.
Venetian glass beaker c1330. By PHGCOM - Own work,
photographed at British Museum, CC BY-SA 3.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=9446652
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Enamel decoration on ceramics also dates from an early period. Although used much earlier in Mesopotamia
and Syria for Islamic designs, it was first widely used in China and Japan in the 17 th century to decorate
earthenware and porcelain plaques and vessels. The enamel was used in conjuction with other underglaze and
overglaze colours and would be the last decoration to be applied as it required firing at the lowest temperature.
The use of enamel decoration on ceramics was adopted by English factories in the mid 18th century.
Belleek Pottery used enamel decoration sparingly. The best known example being the Ring Handle tea and
breakfast ware, with dog rose and convolvulous decoration heightened with white enamel – a so-called
“Limoges Enamel” style of decoration. This was available in a small range of colourways, most commonly in
green and gilt, colourway 292.
Belleek also made dessert ware with multi-coloured enamel decoration. A notable example of a set of this type
was made for Doctor Obadiah Ternan of Enniskillen (see later in this article).
Another instance of enamel decoration is once again in ring handle pattern, this time featuring storks (or
possibly cranes as the decoration is in a somewhat Japanese style).
Apart from these examples, there are two uses that Belleek put this type of decoration to:



enamel is sometimes used as a minor highlight on other (probably specially ordered) tea and dessert
ware. This is sometimes a crest or monogram.
Enamel is used for jewelling on the highest quality versions of vases and other decorative items and
exceptionally on tea ware.

The main point about this type of enamel decoration is that it makes an impact because it is normally shightly
raised above the surface of the piece (over the top of any other decoration). There are four ways in which a
ceramic item can be embellished with raised decoration.


The mould used to make the item contains the raised decoration.



A separately made piece of ceramic can be attached to it (e.g. flowers applied to a vase or basket)



Liquid slip can be applied to slightly raise the surface – this technique is called “Pâte sur pâte” (literally
paste on paste). This method is also used when raised gilding is required and it can be built up on the
surface of the item in many layers, each one applied when the previous one is dry. It may be done with
a single firing or several firings.



Enamel decoration is used – this is usually applied in one layer and the temperature and duration of the
subsequent firing determines the spread of the decoration (it melts and runs more at higher
temperatures). Only one firing is normally required but tight control is required.

Pâte sur pâte
Pâte sur pâte and enamel decoration are often confused – they are not the same. As far as we know, Belleek
never used pâte sur pâte decoration but we need to describe it in order to distinguish it from white enamel
decoration. Pâte sur pâte is a difficult technique in its later fine form but it started off in the early 18 th century
as coloured slip decoration on tin glazed earthenware platters, largely in England and Holland. This simple
form used a single layer of usually brown coloured slip dripped or trailed onto the item and then fired. The true
pâte sur pâte technique was developed at Sèvres and other French companies into a fine art in the mid 19 th
century.
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I would now like to consider three artists, two of them French and one English.

Louis Solon
The greatest exponent of the pâte sur pâte technique and a great artist in his
own right was Marc-Louis Emanuel Solon. He was born in 1835 and
developed his distinctive pâte sur pâte style at Sèvres. He left to work at
Minton in England in 1870, driven out of France by the troubles of the FrancoPrussian War and also induced to move by the offer of an unprecedentedly
high salary and luxurious accomodation in Stoke-on-Trent by Colin Minton
Campbell. Solon’s technique involved many very thin layers of slip (liquid
clay) very carefully applied with many intermediate stages of drying and firing.
The final result was remarkable with translucent and finely graded effects
achieved by varying the thickness of the finished slip layer. The slip applied
was almost always uncoloured, therefore producing white decoration although
it is possible to find Minton items with coloured pâte sur pâte decoration where
the slip was mixed with an appropriate colour.
Image: https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?curid=47227704

Désiré Leroy
At very much the same time as Solon, another French artist, Désiré Leroy
became the leading exponent of white enamel decoration. Leroy was born in
France in 1840 and at the age of 11 was apprenticed to Sevres, the French
National Works. He soon rose to prominence as one of the leading artists
there, working with white enamel (powdered glass in a liquid suspension). In
1874 he migrated to England, paralleling Solon’s previous move, again
persuaded both by the privations in Paris following the French defeat in the
Franco-Prussian war and inducements to come to England by Colin Minton
Campbell. He was then employed by Minton, producing very fine white
enamel decorated ware. Minton exhibited several of his works at the 1878
Paris Exposition. In 1890 Leroy was retained as the Art director and designer
at the Royal Crown Derby Porcelain works.

Thomas Bott
Bott was born in 1829 near Kidderminster and trained in his father's business
of making spade handles. He took up drawing, and found work in a
Stourbridge glass factory, eventually becoming a highly skilled decorator,
specialising in enamel painting on glass. He then went to Birmingham and for
two or three years was a portrait painter. In 1852 Bott went to Worcester,
persuaded to move there by Richard Binns who had just been made art director
of the Royal Porcelain Works then owned by William Henry Kerr. Bott
became one of the main artists, his expertise in enamel decoration on glass
being instrumental in the development of the “Worcester Enamel” which
copied the style of Renaissance Limoge enamels. He was the chief decorator of
the celebrated 1853 Kerr and Binns Shakespeare Service, painting small
portraits of Shakespeare and Comedy and Tragedy on many of the items. His
work was exhibited at the Paris Exposition Universelle in 1855, and at the
London 1862 International Exhibition. He was principal artist on the Queen’s service, designed in conjunction
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with Prince Albert in 1861. Bott succumbed to paralysis at the beginning of 1869, a victim of lead poisoning
caused by the use of white lead (Lead Carbonate) as a colour in the enamel he worked with. He was then
unable to carry on working and died on 13 December 1870 aged only 41 years.
Worcester first developed their enamel decoration in 1852. At this time, Robert Armstrong was working with
Kerr as an architect, designing many of the new buildings that were built on the Severn Street site of the Royal
Porcelain Works. Although it is tenuous, there is therefore a link between Thomas Bott and his enamel
decoration and Belleek. Thomas Bott is also linked to Stourbridge by having worked there. This is about the
only connection that I can find between Stourbridge and Belleek.

White Enamel vs. Pâte sur pâte
Let’s look at some examples.

Minton
pâte sur
pâte
plaque on
dark olive
green
ground by
Louis
Solon
c.1880

Minton
white
enamel
jardiniere
on blue
ground by
Désiré
Leroy
1878.

Both of the above items are by Minton, both by the acknowledged master of the genre and both done at
approximately the same date. Immediately striking is the detail that could be achieved with the white enamel
and the more 3-dimensional effect of Solon’s pâte sur pâte.
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Kerr and
Binns
Worcester
Enamel
dish on
cobalt
blue
ground by
Thomas
Bott 1858

Coalport
cylinder
vase with
enamel on
cobalt
blue by
Thomas
Bott
Junior
c. 1880

Both of these items (one by Thomas Bott and one by his son, who carried on his father’s work and developed
the decoration into a more romantic and expressive style more suited to the later Victorian age) are done in the
“Limoges Enamel” style. It is an imitation of the white enamel on blue or black “en grisaille” style originally
developed in Limoges in the 16th century (see previous picture). The Botts (father and son) developed a
technique using a very fine brush to apply the white enamel – it is believed that Thomas Bott senior had a habit
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of licking the tip of the brush to get a finer point… a habit that certainly led to his death by lead poisoning.
Compared with the pâte sur pâte, this enamel decoration is finer and more detailed but again lacking the 3dimensional and translucent aspect that could be achieved with pâte sur pâte.

Minton
pâte sur
pâte
coffee can
and
saucer
c.1900

Royal
Crown
Derby
Flask
with white
enamel
on a pink
or peach
ground by
Désiré
Leroy
1894

Once again, the difference between the pâte sur pâte and the white enamel can be clearly seen. The enamel
contains a pigment wheras the white pâte sur pâte is merely a paste of slip. This means that the enamel can be
applied more finely but the pâte sur pâte can give a more translucent effect.
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Coloured Enamel
We have been looking at examples of enamel which are white on a dark ground – this originated in the 16th
century in Limoges and was developed in the 19th century. Most enamel is not at all like this – it can have very
strong colours and be used for completely different decorative effects.

Elkington
Cloisonné
vase in multi
coloured
enamel on a
brass vessel.
Gold wires
are use to
constrain the
decoration.
C.1880

Limoges
Enamel
plaque.
Multi
coloured
enamel on a
copper or
brass base in
an Art
Nouveau style
c1900

These two examples are enamel on metal. The cloisonné technique was developed in ancient times and
examples have been found well before the birth of Christ. The Limoges example is done freehand. Both of
these pieces are examples of the art of enamelling as developed in the 19th century and show the quality and
vibrant colours that were achieved. The Elkingtons cloisonné is in imitation of the Japanese and is in the
“aesthetic” style that became popular in the 1870s and 1880s; the Limoges plaque is a development of the old
16th century style at Limoges but now done in the art nouveau taste popular around 1900.
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Coloured Enamel on Ceramics
The enamels on porcelain that follow are in some cases attempts to imitate enamelling on metal and in other
cases using the enamel decoration to create a heightened shiny raised effect on the ceramic ware.

Clément
Massier
enamel
plaque on
earthenware
– made to
imitate the
Limoges
Enamel style.
C.1900

Royal
Doulton
enamel on
earthenware
or porcelain
plaque in the
Renaissance
style by
Charles Noke
and William
George
Hodkinson
c.1910

Minton
enamel plate
made to
imitate
Japanese
cloisonné.
This design is
heavily
influenced by
Christopher
Dresser’s visit
to Japan in
1876/7.
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Theodore
Deck casket
in bright
enamels –
the casket is
finely tube
lined and
the enamel
decoration
is
constrained
by these
lines in the
same way as
cloisonné.
Royal
Worcester
enamel
decorated
parian
bottle c
1880.
A somewhat
eccentric
Samurai
design
appealing to
the vogue
for all
things
Japanese at
this time.
Detail of the
design by
Christopher
Dresser on
a large bone
china
Minton
Ewer done
in enamel
and gilt –
part of a
toilet set
c.1880
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Enamel decoration on Belleek – to highlight painted designs
Belleek
second
period
Hexagon 9
inch plate
by Gertrude
Johnston.
C.1900
Enamel is
used
sparingly –
just to
highlight
the edges of
the petals.
Belleek
second
period
Greek
dessert
plate,
unsigned
but almost
certainly
also by
Gertrude
Johnston –
again the
use of white
enamel to
highlight
the dog rose
petals.

Note also the use of pink lustre for the Greek anthemion
(radiating petals) decoration round the border of the plate.
The flying spur crest and motto “Nunquam non paratus”
(Never unprepared) is for the Johnstone family… not the
same family as Gertrude Johnston, though!
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Enamel decoration on Belleek – jewelling
Belleek first period bone
china Sèvres style teapot
with orange/red enamel
jewelling – an extremely
rare item of very early
production.

Belleek first period
hooved vase, gilded and
heightened with orange
enamel jewels and
orange enamel round
the base.

This use of enamel decoration to emphasise details and to pick out areas on the cream coloured background was
used by Belleek on the higher cost versions of items and for special production. It is not commonplace and was
used more in the first period than the second when production became more standardised. In the third period, a
few of the Art Deco inspired designs used a small amount of enamel decoration. The use of enamel by Belleek
is therefore striking but fairly minimal.
Looking at some examples where enamel was used in a more significant way, Belleek Pottery produced Ring
Handle tea ware in what was called “Limoges Enamel” and a few special designs were done with extensive
enamelling. It has to be said that the Belleek “Limoges Enamel” was far more restrained than real Limoges
enamel or the imitations of this done by Worcester and Minton (amongst others) in the 19th century (see
previous examples).
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Belleek first
period dessert
plate made
for Dr.
Ternan of
Enniskillen –
almost
certainly a
special order,
not a
standard
pattern.
Here there is
a much more
extensive use
of coloured
enamels

Oblique view
of the centre
of the Ternan
plate showing
the shiny
raised
enamels.

The most commonly found form of Belleek “Limoges Enamel” decoration – a first period Ring Handle cup
and saucer in colourway number 292 (green with roses on convolvulus flowers in white enamel). This
design is much less commonly seen with the foliage done in blue, in which case it is colourway number 295.
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Belleek also used this “Limoges Enamel” technique on other similar designs such as this “Stork” design (first
period cup and saucer shown below) which is done in a version of the “Aesthetic Japanese” style that was
popular in the 1870s and 1880s.

The same shape but a much later style of decoration: still using enamel for the flowers, this time in colours,
this Ring Handle cup and saucer is in the “Brentwood” decoration. Belleek seldom gave a name to their
decoration ways – this is in a mildly Art Deco style, introduced in the 1930s and may well have been for a
special order. (Third period “Brentwood” cup and saucer shown above)

Conclusion
Belleek Pottery, from its earliest days used lustre and enamel decoration.
Lustre decoration is important to Belleek, enamel less so. Robert Armstrong is shown in his diaries to have
expended an enormous amount of effort in developing his own versions of various coloured and colourless
glazes, some of them lustres. He seems to have used Brianchon’s patented glaze as his starting point but soon
far surpassed the Brianchon lustre. Compared to any other 19th century pottery in Britain or continental Europe,
Belleek could be said to have used lustres most creatively and delicately. The Belleek lustre was not the very
strongly coloured metallic version so loved by the “Art” potteries of the late 19 th and early 20th centuries - it
was instead subtle, not ostentatious, used selectively and with great care.
Belleek’s use of enamel decoration was sparing. It was used to highlight and enhance other types of decoration,
only very rarely being used as the main method of decoration on any item.
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Finally two items, one decorated with enamel, the other with lustre…

Firstly, an amazing, tiny reticulated covered chalice gilded and with delicate coloured enamel jewelling.

And finally another lustre
decorated flowered basket.
This one is more modern
and not even made by
Belleek – it is Donegal
China.

The lustre is maybe a little
stronger and more obvious
that that originally done by
Belleek… but it shows that
– in this age of health and
safety, where glazes with
toxic heavy metals are
prohibited – this sort of
finish can still be done.
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Auction Report
- Some exceptional items of Belleek on eBay
Fan Vase … Some damage to rear
Sold for: £76, EBay seller: bimboo2004, Period: First
Black

Specimen holder …2 rims chipped &
missing pieces Sold for: £25, EBay seller:
notmacsmith, Period: First Black

Bust of Joy …excellent condition
Sold for: US$175, EBay seller: bhl54bhl, Period:
First Black

Shell Pink Coral Covered Bowl
…teeny glaze pops & 1 very small chip along
the edge
Sold for: US$261, EBay seller: ourcollections4u,
Period: Second Black

Gilded Flask …excellent condition
…Jewish star might indicate crafted to raise
funds to build a synagogue [!!]
Sold for: US$301, EBay seller: thegoodstuff, Period:
First Black

Fluted Powder Bowl & Lid …Excellent
Sold for: £327, EBay seller: andyroo14, Period: First
Black

Tri-Dolphin Low Comport …stamp for
John Mortlock…condition is the best
Sold for: US$562.75, EBay seller: misspenney,
Period: First Black

Vase with rare colouring …amazing
colouring & Mint Condition
Sold for: £260, EBay seller: ardlongfield, Period:
First Black
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Handled Plate …
Beautiful condition
Sold for: £79, EBay seller:
howhit_18, Period: Second
Black

Vase Children Floral …one child almost completely gone
& another missing arm …15.5" tall
Sold for: US$661.99, EBay seller: nceantiqueswntd, Period: First
Black

Flower Encrusted
Center Vase
NEAR PERFECT
CONDITION
…12.75" tall
Sold for: US$250, EBay
seller: aesopsgifts, Period:
Second Black

FLORAL BASKET
& COVER
…delicate twig handles,
applied sprays of
trailing flowers … very
good antique condition
Sold for: £165, EBay
seller: phoenixchild0,
Period: 3 Strand

RATHMORE BASKET … No noticeable
repairs or missing decoration
Sold for: £907, EBay seller: globalknife, Period: 3
Strand
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NAIADS
JARDINIERE
[left]…no chips
or cracks
Sold for: £360,
EBay seller:
coopim, Period:
First Black

NAIADS
JARDINIERE
[right] [No
Condition
report]
Sold for:
US$139.21, EBay
seller: n0122211,
Period: Unmarked

Candle
Stick Holder
...parts of leaves
broken off &
other bits of
damage
Sold for: £96,
EBay seller:
nowomannocry,
Period: First
Black

JARDINIERE …VERY GOOD CONDITION WITH NO
CHIPS OR CRACKS.
Sold for: £320, EBay seller: savoyantiques15, Period: First Black

Floral
Encrusted
Swirl Vase
…Some
extremely tiny
nips
Sold for: £39,
EBay seller:
makada56, Period:
Second Black

POTTERY BOWL …floral decoration & bee motif …6cm
tall …no chips Sold for: £77, EBay seller: arness68,
Period: First Black, No302
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EWER & BASIN [left]…Ewer 12”
…Basin few tiny nicks & small star
crack on base Sold for: £350 (Buy it
Now), EBay seller: northernsoulantiques,
Period: First Black

Jug & Washbowl [right]…with
mauve banding …general crazing …2
chips on bowl …general rubbing …jug
handle has cracks
Sold for: £102, EBay seller: victormeldrew,
Period: Second Black
lidded tureen … Extensive crazing,
discolouring Sold for: £179, EBay
seller: dadsoldstuff, Period: First Black

Masonic plate [Right] …some age
related marks Sold for: £87, EBay
seller: clabea58, Period: First Black, No681

Masonic plate [Left]
… EXCEPTIONAL CONDITION
Sold for: £151, EBay seller: clabea58,
Period: First Black, No599

Earthenware Bread Plate

…rich
Blue detailing …just fine crazing
Sold for: £127.09, EBay seller:
victormeldrew, Period: First Black

4 Gilded Bowls
5” [No Condition Report]
Sold for: US$100, EBay seller: misspenney,
Period: Second Black

Chamber Pot Gladstone …no chips, cracks or repairs

Sold for:

US$611, EBay seller: scottlund, Period: First Black

China Teacup …good used condition
Sold for: £52, EBay seller: britaniabeansdog, Period: First Black, No101
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TRINKET BOX …2.25” diameter …no damage
Sold for: US$258, EBay seller: tmania, Period: Second
Black

Small Lidded Pot …3” x 3” …perfect condition
Sold for: £167, EBay seller: stdemajune, Period: First
Black, No14

CUP & SAUCER IN DOGWOOD …nice
condition

Sold for: US$510.90, EBay seller:
erantiques02, Period: First
Black, Saucer only No11

Pink 11 Piece
Dejeuner Set …Mint
Condition
Sold for: US$1545.90,
EBay seller: mrscabanaboy,
Period: Second Black

Hexagon cup & Saucer PAINTED
…perfect Sold for: US$218.50, EBay seller:
pinguyfl, Period: Second Black

HEXAGON Breakfast Tea
Set for Two …excellent
condition Sold for: US$379,
EBay seller: fairfield99, Period:
Second Black

"Chinese" Tea & Saucer
…pristine condition
Sold for: US$168.25, EBay seller:
thegoddstuff, Period: First Black

Chinese Teapot
…condition is the best
Sold
for: US$579.12, EBay seller:
misspenney, Period: First Black

PHOENIX TEAPOT
BOTTOM …no lid or stand
…chip on one wing, crack to lip
& crack with a chip next to it.
Sold for: US$332.50, EBay seller:
erantiques92, Period: First Black

TRIDACNA Pink Gilded
Teapot …roughness in the
gold trim at the tip of the spout
Sold for: US$159, EBay seller:
cmrblue, Period: First Black
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Batchelor size Echinus
Teapot …no damage
Sold for: £199, EBay seller:
victormeldrew, Period: First Black

Echinus Teapot on Pink Coral
Large Size …alas, spout has
been repaired
Sold for: US$98, EBay seller:
california_made, Period: First Black

Echinus Cup & Saucer
…good undamaged condition
Sold for: £405, EBay seller:
victormeldrew, Period: First Black

Echinus Oval Tray
…small firing crack on base
Sold for: US$405, EBay seller:
california_made, Period: First Black

Lace, Cup, Saucer & Milk Jug
…tiny part of foot
missing, otherwise condition
excellent
Sold for: £797, EBay seller: makada56,
Period: First Black, No2

Cup and Saucer
…fine order with no hairlines,
cracks or nibbles
Sold for: £435.90, EBay seller:
prosandqs, Period: First Black, No6

Tea Tray
…15.25” x 12.5” …No damage
Sold for: £397, EBay seller: makada56,
Period: First Black

Breakfast Cup & Saucer
…hairline to saucer. Cup and
saucer may be a marriage.
Sold for: US$129.95 (Sold?), EBay
seller: wisconsinsilverco, Period: First Black

Grass Slop Bowl …5 3/8"
diameter …no chips or cracks Sold
for: US$129.95, EBay seller:
wisconsinsilverco, Period: First Black

Various Pieces. Jugs, Cups,
Lace Saucer
…no damage to any piece
Sold for: £144.02, EBay seller:
makada56, Period: First & Second Black
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CONVOLVULUS RING HANDLE
CUP, SAUCER, PLATE
…Good condition, some gilding worn
Sold for: £216.21, EBay seller: globalknife,
Period: First Black

Tea Ware Dejeuner Set
…excellent condition …Robinson &
Cleaver Belfast Sold for: US$710, EBay
seller: bhl54bhl, Period: Second Black

Neptune Ware Tea Cups, Saucers &
Sugar Bowl …green shading
…excellent condition Sold for:
£93.24, EBay seller: gonguhl, Period:
Second Black

Mustache Cup and Saucer
…great condition Sold for: US$250, EBay
seller: a1flyfisherman, Period: Second Black

CONE TRIO
Good condition …Lovely green tint
Sold for: £58.50, EBay seller: globalknife, Period:
Second Black

CONE PATTERN TEA POT …fine crack
in lid
Sold for: £46, EBay seller: globalknife,
Period: Second Black

SIDNEY CUP & SAUCER
Lovely ribbed design with pink tint. Good
condition Sold for: £120.80, EBay seller:
globalknife, Period: Second Black

Armorial Greek Plate
…2 firing flaws
Sold for: US$145.50, EBay seller:
heightsconsign, Period: First Black

Blarney Cup & Saucer with pink hue
…great condition
Sold for: £156.89, EBay seller: kryx7, Period:
Second Black

Armorial Ribbon Plate 'Aeqvo Adeste
Animo'
…unusual maroon colourway …Sadly rim
has been broken
Sold for: £34, EBay seller: victormeldrew,
Period: First Black, No117
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Aberdeen Unflowered Jug
…green detailing ...under 6” tall …
breakage on spout - reglued
Sold for: £14.25, EBay seller:
victormeldrew, Period: Second Black

ART DECO VASES
…great condition
Sold for: US$283.75, EBay seller:
heightsconsign, Period: Third Black

Bread & Butter plate Celtic
…excellent condition
Sold for: US$141.03, EBay
seller: n0122211, Period:
Third Black

Shamrock Plates
[Ivy!]
…embossed & raised trailing
shamrocks … Condition very
good
Sold for: £110, EBay seller:
sterling1952, Period: Third Black

RING HANDLE COFFEE
CUP & SAUCER
…excellent condition
Sold for: £40, EBay seller:
globalknife, Period: Third Black

Tea Set Celtic
some loss of gold trim …pattern has light wear in places
Sold for: US$149.99, EBay seller: braden_st_books, Period: Third Black

TRIDACNA Cup on Tray
…pink tint in good condition
Sold for: £78.45, EBay seller: globalknife, Period: Second Black

Tumbler M.D
…excellent condition
Sold for: US$49, EBay seller: terrybburg, Period:
Second Black

CUP AND SAUCER

[Tray]

…unusual pattern - a lot of green dots
…very good condition
Sold for: £139, EBay seller: arness68, Period:
Third Black & First Green

Crested – all Second Black and good
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condition unless stated otherwise
Left to Right
Glasgow, £93, globalknife
Limerick, £49.99,
andyroo14, crack from
neck
Dublin, £87, dougie9997
Dublin, £41, globalknife
Enniscorthy, £60,
globalknife
Portrush, £117.45,
globalknife

Belfast, £86,
globalknife
Killarney, £89,
globalknife
Dublin, £93,
globalknife

Dublin, £33, globalknife, glaze crack to back
Portrush, £157.70, johnschina

Scotland, £128, dadsoldstuff
Royal Burgh of Rothesay, £78 Buy it
Now, dadsoldstuff
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Non Belleek!
ROYAL WORCESTER NAUTILUS VASE
EXCELLENT CONDITION …6
3/4" TALL …PEARLIZED
NAUTILUS SHELL
…LAVENDER INTERIOR,
CORAL & SHELLS.
Sold for: US$60, EBay seller:
hunterhood, Mark: Embossed RW
circle

OTT & BREWER FOOTED
SHELL BOWL
…pink interior, coral stand,
turquoise blue base with
various seashells. 5.5" x 5"
...c1890. Excellent condition
Sold for: US$215.25, EBay
seller: oldbostonian, Mark:
Printed O&B with crescent

Ulster Coalisland Irish
Porcelain Bowl
…with delicate shamrocks …a few small chips to the leaves …approx
2” high x 3.5” wide. C1880-1900.
Sold for: £170.99, EBay seller: eledave, Mark: Printed Coalisland with Hand
of Ulster

Belleek Pattern Cup & Saucer
…Irish Wolfhound, Round Tower & Harp bordered by garlands of
clover which is the Belleek factory pottery mark …condition is very
good - a little pattern ware, no chips or cracks, there is a green paint
mark to base
Sold for: £25, EBay seller: sugoodenoug_0, Mark: Unmarked – see image

OTT & BREWER BEEHIVE
HONEY POT
…gilt with bees, ferns, berries …
3-footed naturalistic "wood" base.
5.25" x 4.75" …c1883. …corner
of base has been repaired & 2 legs
reglued
Sold for: US$799.01, EBay seller:
oldbostonian, Mark: Printed O&B
with crescent

Ott & Brewer Pitcher
6-1/4" tall …in lovely condition
Sold for: US$100, EBay seller: n-stuff,
Mark: Printed O&B with crown & sword
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And Finally...
The Prisoner of Love – another version?
Now here’s a beautiful maiden… indeed, we know
who she is, as the base of the figure is inscribed “The
Prisoner of Love” – now we recognise her!
If we didn’t know, it is actually easy to work out who
she is… the two doves, the garland of flowers
(roses?) binding her wrists, that soulful expression…
it’s all there: she is indeed the Prisoner of Love.
Only, we all know
that the Prisoner of
Love, a statue by the
Italian sculptor
Giovanni Fontana,
was licensed to be
made in parian by
Belleek, firstly for
the 1872 Dublin
Exhibition… and this
one is certainly not
her!
And what about that
hairdo? She has
extravagant ginger
hair in a sort of loose
bun with a red and
gold headband.
So where does she
come from?

Ah-ha! That explains the ginger hair… she is from
Scotland. A fabulous production of Nautilus Porcelain,
made in Glasgow by the Possil Pottery between 1896 and
1911. She is probably a copy of the Belleek, although
she just could be from the original Fontana statue, which
resides in a castle in… Scotland! The figure is 12.5
inches high and as rare as hen’s teeth.
Many thanks to David Paton and David Reynolds for the
images and information.
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